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In this expanded 8th edition, evidence that revolutionizes our understanding of origins is carefully

explained. Part I discusses, in quick overview, 131 categories of evidence from biology, astronomy,

earth science, and the physical sciences. Part II describes the hydroplate theory, developed during

35 years of study and research by Walt Brown. This theory explains a catastrophic event in Earth's

history and solves a host of recognized problems. Some chapters in Part II deal with: the origin of

the Grand Canyon, evidence that shows comets, asteroids, and meteroids came from Earth. the

sudden freezing and burial of the frozen mammoths, if there was a global flood, where the water

came from and where it went, and how mountain ranges, volcanoes, submarine canyons, ocean

trenches, and coal and oil deposits were formed. Thirty-seven other frequently asked questions fill a

fascinating Part III of Brown's book. A few of those questions are: Is global warming occurring? If so,

what causes it? Have scientific tools detected genetic traces of Adam and Eve within us? How

accurate is radiocarbon dating? What about the dinosaurs? What hydroplate theory predictions

have been confirmed? Is evolution compatible with the Bible?
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Author Walt Brown covers "Compelling Evidence..." in great detail in his book of 447 pages, divided

into three Parts with many technical notes and detailed indexes. In Part I, he lays out his "Scientific

Case for Creation", with 50 pages of Life Sciences and 43 pages of Earth Sciences. With over 260

references and notes in Part I alone, he builds a very strong case for Creation. The eight central



sections of this amazing book (Part II) beginning at page 105 constitute the heart of Brown's Flood

thesis. The Flood began when a crack split the Earth's crust at a location probably between Alaska

and what is now the North Pole, from which jetted the "Fountains of the Great Deep." In hours, this

crack completely encircled the globe and these immensely powerful jets shot great distances above

the Earth. The violent rains and hail lasting 40 days were the major source of the catastrophic

waters that overwhelmed our planet at the time of Noah. The roughly 10-mile-thick crusts of the

Earth are considered to be "hydroplates" that (lubricated by super-critical water) rapidly moved by

the force of gravity to slide many hundreds of miles away from the upward-buckling Mid-Atlantic

ridge. With the rigor typical of an engineer who is Bible-centered, Brown covers these details in 210

pages of extremely interesting text, illustrated with 122 expertly crafted figures and 14 tables.

Scientific principles are explained in more than 15 equations for readers who desire mathematical

detail. He refers to 679 publications, elaborate notes and Biblical passages, to explain intricate

effects of gravity, hydrodynamics and electrical phenomena.

Super explanation of The Flood and Post Flood Geology.Very well researched and updated for

latest research.Shows how the short time frame scenario is by far the best explanation.Now I am

seeing how the hills and strata near us is to be explained!An awesome explanation of Oceans and

Global Geology and the making of the Grand Canyonplus much, much more!Be sure to get the

latest edition and in hardback, a great coffee table book, not that pricey.This reads like a text book

but very fascinating at that, especially if you are a "How did He do that sort"!The Hydro-plate theory

likely will not be popular on may sides even though it is a vastly superior means of explaining the

data we are getting.When ever I tel someone about Flood Geology I get this blank look that is hard

to explain, until I say this little ditty, explains a lot.The goal of the media is the same as that of all

dictators - control the information and you control the minds of the people:"No one understood

better than Stalin that the true object of propaganda is neither to convince nor even to persuade, but

to produce a uniform pattern of public utterance in which the first trace of unorthodox thought

immediately reveals itself as a jarring dissonance."Alan Bullock, in Hitler and Stalin: Parallel

LivesPeople -, hey even myself, have heard that it took millions of years to do all this. Its tough to

put that out of mind, every park legend, museum ad nausium advertises this old saw "millions of

years" . Every since Darwin and before it seemed that only time, a lot of it, would help explain what

we saw. I mean just the massive size and scope of the earths formations is enough to awe inspire

and boggle the mind.
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